SMAP Algorithms and Cal/Val Workshop
Oxnard, CA, USA
June 9-11, 2009

Cal/Val Expectations
Introduction

- SMAP will provide a capability for global mapping of soil moisture and freeze/thaw state with unprecedented accuracy, resolution, and coverage.
  - These measurements will be used to enhance our understanding of processes that link the water, energy and carbon cycles, and to extend the capabilities of weather and climate prediction models.
  - They will also provide data that will be used to quantify net carbon flux in boreal landscapes and to develop improved flood prediction and drought monitoring capabilities.
- The SMAP mission is currently in its formulation phase, which requires the development of algorithm theoretical basis documents (ATBDs) and a calibration/validation (C/V) plan.
- There are a number of scientific issues that need resolution and review by the community before these plans advance. These documents, plans and decisions will have significance in identifying research needs and allocating resources.
- This workshop will review the ATBDs and C/V plan, solicit input from experts in these areas, resolve key issues, and develop implementation plans.
  - The workshop addresses both algorithms and C/V because they are inseparable; mission science requirements drive the algorithms, which in turn drive the C/V plan.
Expectations

- Comments on the approach and scope of the SMAP Cal/Val Plan
- Identify ATBD requirements for Cal/Val and assign priorities
- Specific plans for mission product validation: establish infrastructure
  - Core sites
  - Integrating existing networks/measurement programs
    - testbeds, standards, scaling
- Suggestions on international cooperation/participation
  - Validation sites
  - Field experiments
- Identify key elements of near-term field experiments
- Long range experiment plans
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